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Revising a Paper

“Simply go through what you have written and try to curb the
length of sentences, question every passive verb and if
possible make it active, prune redundant words, and look for
nouns used instead of verbs.”

“Every single word that I publish I write at least six times.”

Typical process I follow:
Get it all typed in (at terminal)
Major reorganization into rough form, with initial scan for
style/correctness (at terminal)
First copy-edit round with significant
alteration/modification/reorganization
1-4 more copy-edit rounds
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Revising a Paper

no notes

Tips for Revision

A person can look at something “fresh” only so many times.
Time can help... let it sit a couple days if schedule
permits
Don’t give it to coauthor/advisor/helper prematurely. If
you do, they will merely tell you what you would have
discovered yourself on the next proofreading.

For research paper writeups, the writing should not all wait
until the end!
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Does it Make Sense?
Does the ordering of the pieces (typically, sections)
make sense?

I What are the prerequisites for each section, in terms of
what you need to know from other sections?

Do the paragraphs follow one from another in logical
progression?

I Is each paragraph a logical subunit? Should you merge
or split paragraphs?

I Does each paragraph have enough “support” in the
sense that the reader has the requisite knowledge to
understand it? Requisite knowledge might be internal
(where it came in the paper) or external (what a reader
needs to know to read the paper).

Does each sentence make sense? Doe each sentence
follow logically from the prior sentence?
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Checklist

Delete any word, phrase, sentence whose loss does not
change the force or meaning
Replace unnecessary long words with shorter (utilize →
use)
Refactor sentences and paragraphs to put similar parts
together
Look for ambiguous phrases, unnecessary repetition,
passive voice
Are all claims supported?
Check the math, then do it again.
Is the notation as simple as possible?
Did you cite enough? Too much?
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When do You Publish a Paper?

There are some tradeoffs.
More papers is better to a bean counter (least
publishable unit)
More content per paper is better for readers and society
A paper can only be so long
A paper has to be “ready” and “enough”

Paper lifecycle
Possible interim (internal) reports, meetings minutes,
emails
Technical report
Conference paper (possibly more than one)
Journal paper
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Where Should you Publish?

There is definately a pecking order
I Journals have a quality hierarchy
I Conferences have a quality hierarchy
I Generally, journals outrank conferences
I Other considerations: Books (and book chapters),

invited papers
Citation rates is one (semi-objective) measure of quality
Generally, it only “counts” if it is refereed
Your goal is to get the most “credit” possible

I Don’t pitch too high, don’t pitch too low
I Be aware of the audience

What affects probability of success?
I Appropriateness for the audience
I Acceptance rate (10-50% typically)
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Where Should you Publish?

Refereed is a synonym for reviewed in this context.

“Pitch” meaning in terms of relative quality of the venue.no
notes

Mechanics (1)

Some venues take longer than others
Conferences, special issues, etc. have submission date,
and usually publication date
Some journals need an outragous amount of time to
review and publish

Each venue normally has specs to meet
Where is it sent?
Email vs. web form submission
Layout? These specs might be vague, or highly
constrained
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Mechanics (2)

Cover letter: what venue, what conditions, who is point of
contact, potential changes of address, relationship to prior
publication

Send email or fill out web form

Getting reviews, revising, negotiate with editor

Copy editing
Set to house style
Style edit (magazines vs. journals)

Proofs – they always contain errors
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Resubmission

When resubmitting a paper for re-review, include a letter.
The letter should list in detail each of the points raised
by the editor and reviewers.
Hopefully the points are “addressed” in the rewrite. On
occasion, the author might instead justify why the
change should not/was not made.
Make it clear what parts of the paper have been
changed, and how.
Be sure to make clear on the revised copy that it is the
revised version.
Depending on the situation, the editor might or might not
have the revised paper re-reviewed.
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Mechanics of Paper Handling (1)

Manuscript sent by author to journal editor
Number assigned to manuscript by publication staff
Manuscript sent to editor-in-chief
Manuscript assigned/sent to member of editorial board
(editor)
Editor sends paper to 2-4 reviewers, along with a
proposed deadline and reviewing guidelines/forms
Editor reminds reviewers that reviews are past due
Editor receives reviews from reviewers
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Mechanics of Paper Handling (2)

Editor makes decision (or sends to editor-in-chief for
decision)

I Accept
I Accept with minor revision
I Require rewrite with re-review
I Reject

Six months is typical for this process (one iteration).
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